
24 Reasons to Study Foreign Languages 

The Department of Foreign Language and Literatures has as of late gone through a difference in name to the 
Department of World Languages like learn pashto, Literatures, and Cultures. This was finished with an end 
goal to move towards a more comprehensive tone that embraces the variety that is center to our way of 
thinking. 

01. Unknown dialect study makes more uplifting perspectives and less bias toward individuals who are 
unique. 

02. Logical abilities improve when understudies concentrate on an unknown dialect. 

03.Business abilities in addition to unknown dialect abilities make a representative more significant in the 
commercial center. 

04.Dealing with another culture empowers individuals to acquire a more significant comprehension of their 
own way of life. 

05.Creativity is expanded with the investigation of unknown dialects. 

06.Graduates frequently refer to unknown dialect courses as the absolute most significant courses in school 
due to the relational abilities created simultaneously. 

07.International travel is made simpler and more charming through knowing an unknown dialect. 

08.Skills like critical thinking and managing unique ideas are expanded when you concentrate on an 
unknown dialect. 

09.Foreign language concentrate on upgrades one's chances in government, business, medication, 
regulation, innovation, military, industry, advertising, and then some. 

10.A second language works on your abilities and grades in math and English and on the SAT and GRE. 

11.Four out of five new positions in the US are made because of unfamiliar exchange. 

12.Foreign dialects give an upper hand in vocation decisions: one can impart in a subsequent language. 

13.Foreign language concentrate on improves listening abilities and memory. 
One takes part more really and dependably in a multi-social world in the event that one knows another 
dialect. 

14.Your attractive abilities in the worldwide economy are improved assuming that you ace another dialect. 

15.Foreign language concentrate on offers a feeling of the past — socially and etymologically. 

16.The investigation of an unfamiliar tongue works on the information on one's own language: English 
jargon abilities increment. 

17.The investigation of unknown dialects educates and empowers regard for others: it encourages a 
comprehension of the interrelation of language and human instinct. 

18.Foreign dialects change one's encounters and make one more adaptable and open minded. you also may 

have learned a free new language from language tutor website. 

https://languagestutor.org/pashto-language/
https://languagestutor.org/


19.Foreign dialects extend one's perspective and cutoff the boundaries between individuals that cause doubt 
and dread. 

20.Foreign language concentrate on prompts an enthusiasm for social variety. 

21.As migration increments we really want to plan for changes in the American culture. 

22.One is at a particular benefit in the worldwide market on the off chance that one is essentially as 
bilingual as could be expected. 

23.Foreign dialects make the way for craftsmanship, music, dance, design, cooking, film, reasoning, science 
and that's just the beginning. 

24.Foreign language study is essentially important for extremely fundamental liberal schooling: to "instruct" 
is to lead out, to lead out of imprisonment, restriction and haziness. 

 


